Upconversion luminescence nanosensor for TNT selective and label-free quantification in the mixture of nitroaromatic explosives.
This paper reports a rapid, sensitive, and selective nanosensor for the detection of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) in the mixture aqueous solution of nitroaromatics independent of immunoassay or molecularly imprinted technology and complicated instruments. Despite many strategies including immunoassay and molecularly imprinted technologies been successfully developed for the detection of TNT, it is not easy to differentiate TNT from 2,4,6-trinitrophenol (TNP) due to their very similar chemical structures and properties. In this work, the amine functionalized NaYF4:Yb(3+)/Er(3+) upconversion luminescence nanoparticles (UCNPs) whose excitation (980 nm) and emission (543 nm) wavelength were far from the absorbance bands of other usual interference nitroaromatics including 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT), nitrobenzene (NB), and especially TNP, were utilized as the luminescent nanosensors for TNT luminescence detection. To make these UCNPs highly water stable and render the charge transfer from UCNPs to TNT easier, amino groups were introduced onto the surface of the UCNPs by coating a polymer layer of ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) hybridized with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS). After binding with TNT through amino groups on the UCNPs, the naked eye visible green upconversion luminescence of the UCNPs was dramatically quenched and thus a sensitive UC luminescence nanosensor was developed for TNT detection. However, other nitroaromatics including TNP, DNT, and NB have no influence on the green UC luminescence and thus no influence on the TNT detection. The luminescence intensity is negatively proportional to the concentration of TNT in the range of 0.01-9.0 µg/mL with the 3σ limit of detection (LOD) of 9.7 ng/mL. The present studies provide a novel and facile strategy to fabricate the upconversion luminescence sensors with highly selective recognition ability in aqueous media and are desirable for label free analysis of TNT in mixed solution independent of immunoassay and molecularly imprinted technology and complicated instruments.